Evaluation of smart grid control strategies in co-simulation - integration of IPSYS and mosaik
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Abstract—This paper presents two different aspects considering a co-simulation of smart grid scenarios. First considers representing the control strategy in a separate discrete event simulation developed in a multi-agent platform. This study investigates the design and implementation of such a simulator. Special attention is given to timing issues presenting time variant and time invariant models. The second aspect presented in this paper is the co-simulation composition, investigating how to integrate a control simulation with other simulators in a co-simulation ecosystem. In this study the attention is given to the co-simulation scheduling, proposing two integration approaches: overall control and separate domain. Results from a proof-of-concept implementation are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing share of renewable resources in the European power grid brings new challenges. Consumption driven power system need to be transformed into production driven. One of the challenges tackled in Smart Grid is enabling controllability of Distributed Energy resources. Other challenges include for example power grid reliability, including voltage and frequency control, and dealing with congestion. In order to face these challenges, grid operation has to become more flexible which requires a much higher penetration of ICT. This means that classical power system simulation models - focused on an electrical model of the system - falls increasingly short of being able to describe the behavior of the system. To obtain meaningful simulation results even in an environment with high ICT penetration, the ICT system has to be integrated into the simulation.

The term co-simulation refers to joint simulation of several aspects or domains of a system. Co-simulation takes under consideration complexity of the simulated system and influences between different aspects or domains interconnected in the same system. The term co-simulation was used to refer to hybrid hardware/software simulation systems, as defined in [1], [2], but it can also refer to a set of interconnected software simulations. In this work we distinguish between hardware/software co-simulation, in specific cases referred also to as hardware-in-the-loop [3], and purely software co-simulations.

Recent work on power system software co-simulation includes efforts to include communication network simulation [4]–[6] and the interaction with electricity markets [7]. An approach to simulate several domains in one tool is presented in [8], investigating influence of user behavior on power consumption in residential houses.

A multi-agent approach to design applications for the power system can be used to test distributed algorithms for intelligent control [9], monitoring and diagnostics [10], [11] or configuration of a power system [12]. In order to simulate advanced multi-agent control, monitoring or reconfiguration strategies and its impact on the power system, a specialized simulation environment is needed. The simulation tool can either offer many tools for representing complexity of a power system or be a flexible reconfigurable collection of simulation tools cooperating to express desired properties of a power system. In this work a co-simulation of multi-agent control and power system dynamics is explored.

II. CO-SIMULATION COMPOSITION

In order to compose a co-simulation out of required simulators, several steps need to be performed: identify required simulation tools (section II-B), identify and implement co-simulation requirements (section II-A), adjust simulators to work in a chosen co-simulation setup (section IV) and integrate simulators with an orchestrator (section V). This paper presents all steps of co-simulation integration for a chosen power system and multi-agent control simulation.

A. Co-simulation requirements

A co-simulation consisting of several separate simulations and models exchanging information, is required to: (1) track and progress simulation time – making sure that all simulations have access to current simulation time; (2) synchronize data exchange – synchronize simulation time in order to allow information exchange between simulations. The timing issue is very important in co-simulation resulting in realistic representation of correlations between simulations and interdependent domains; (3) facilitate data exchange - pass data between simulations; and finally (4) coordinate and schedule execution of all simulations. Depending on the co-simulation architecture, the realization of requirements (1)–(4) can be placed in the different entities in the co-simulation: in the simulations or the orchestrator. In case of the simulations, the functionality is
expected to be implemented in the simulation interface. The orchestrator should be designed to fulfill one or more of the co-simulation requirements, complementing the implementation of requirements in the simulation interfaces.

B. Software tools

In this paper a co-simulation set-up is composed of several software tools. In this work we have investigated integration of open-source software tools and their usability for a co-simulation set-up.

1) Mosaik: Mosaik is a simulation composer and a powerful scenario specification framework. Mosaik aims to integrate many kinds of simulation programs and therefore offers a network API via which these programs can communicate with mosaik – irrespective of their programming language [13]. In this paper mosaik is used to integrate a control strategy and power system simulators in a single smart grid scenario. The process of combining external third party simulation platforms with an integration framework such as mosaik is described and the effort is evaluated. In this paper we investigate usability of mosaik in version 1.

2) Multi-agent platform: A multi-agent approach to design smart grid control strategies was used in this work. Popular MAS platforms are Jade [14], JDE [15], Jason [16] offering formalized approach to model and design agents, run-time environment and communication capabilities. The control strategy is simulated in Jade, popular multi-agent platform using standardized IEEE Computer Society FIPA (The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) communication [17].

3) IPSYS: The power system is simulated in the open source multi-domain simulator IPSYS [18]. IPSYS is built around a quasi-static, fixed-time step energy system model and is intended as a simulator for distributed power systems. It features flexible configuration, system layout and control. IPSYS explicitly models the interaction between an electrical system and other, interconnected energy balances, such as district heating and water supply systems. In order to enable accurate model ling of the supervisory control of the system, the IPSYS model is designed to work with time step sizes down to a few seconds.

III. CO-SIMULATION ORCHESTRATION IN MOSAIK

The mosaik framework is an integrative co-simulation platform. Mosaik allows a flexible approach towards co-simulation composition and offers a powerful modeling and specification language to automate the process of reusing existing models and platforms in orchestrated large-scale smart grid co-simulations.

In mosaik, simulation programs need to provide a self description. Combined with a semantic meta-model, this allows to create small and large scale scenarios, ranging from only a handful of simulated entities to multiple thousands [19]. The simulation of these scenarios involves two steps: composition and execution (or stepping). During the first phase, mosaik analyses the scenario, determines which simulation programs need to be started and how they should be parametrized. It also connects the simulators’ model instances using the ports defined in their self-description. For example, a PV module may have a port for active and reactive power feed-in that can be connected to a PQ-port of a node in the power grid.

Based on the information gathered in these steps, mosaik creates a schedule that defines in which order the simulators need to be stepped during the execution phase (the actual simulation). Mosaik sends step commands to the simulators according to the schedule and exchanges data between the simulators. It also saves this data to an HDF5 database for later analysis.

A. Scheduling

Usually, the simulators involved in a co-simulation have dependencies between each other. Examples may be a PV simulation which requires input from a weather simulation or a power system simulation which requires the loads and feed-in from PV, wind or consumer simulations. Furthermore, the simulators may have different step sizes as shown in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. An example of a co-simulation involving three simulators: Sim1, Sim2, and Sim3, with a step size of 30, 15, 60 seconds, respectively.](image)

To resolve the dependencies and cope with varying step sizes, mosaik builds a directed acyclic graph schedule graph which defines the order in which the simulators are being started and stepped. Figure 2 shows the schedule graph for the example above assuming that Sim2 provides input for Sim1.

![Fig. 2. The schedule graph for the example above, where Sim1 depends on data provided by Sim2. When all simulators reach the red circle, mosaik jumps back to the beginning and repeats this process until the simulation ends.](image)

B. Synchronization point

Let’s consider a set of discrete-event simulations in a co-simulation $C = \{S_0, S_1, \ldots, S_n\}, n \in \mathbb{N}_0$, where the set of all fixed simulation steps is $P_C = \{pS_0, pS_1, \ldots, pS_n\}, n \in \mathbb{N}_0, p \in \mathbb{N}_0$. Let $\Gamma$ be a set of non-coprime numbers $\forall a, b \in \Gamma_C : gcd(a, b) \neq 1$, where $gdc : \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}$ is greatest common divisor. Let’s assume that $P_C$ is a subset of $\Gamma$, therefore $P_C \subset \Gamma$ and is defined as:

$$\forall a, b \in P_C : gcd(a, b) \in P_C$$

(1)

Let $\Lambda_C$ be a set of all schedules to execute simulations from set $C$ in parallel. Synchronization point in a co-simulation is the simulation time where all simulations are synchronized. Let $\gamma$ be the smallest synchronization point of simulations in $C$, $\gamma_C : \Lambda_C \rightarrow \mathbb{N}_1$. If $\Lambda_C$ defined as in (1), then
∀λ ∈ Λ_C : γ_C(λ) = \max(P_C) \tag{2}

where \( \max : \mathbb{R}^n : \mathbb{R}, n \in \mathbb{N}_1 \) is a maximum function, which is the largest value of a set. The equation (2) translates to statement that for all schedules in co-simulation \( C \) the smallest synchronization point is equal to the longest simulation step, if the simulation steps are described as in equation (1). The global synchronization point calculated as in (2), local synchronization point is chosen form only a subset of simulations from co-simulation, and can be calculated similarly. Let \( C' \) be the subset of simulation sin the co-simulation, \( C' \subseteq C \), and \( P_C' = \{p_{s_0}, p_{s_1}, \ldots, p_{s_m}\}, m < n, m \in \mathbb{N}_0, p \in \mathbb{N}_0 \).

In the example in figure 1 the global synchronization for simulation set \( C = \{Sim1, Sim2, Sim3\} \) point is \( \gamma_C = 60 \text{sec} \) simulation time, where all simulators have results to share. For co-simulation set \( C' = \{Sim1, Sim2\} \) the local synchronization point \( \gamma_{C'} = 30 \text{sec} \).

In mosaik, as presented in figure 2 the red circle is called a global synchronization point because the simulation time of all simulators is the same. However, not all participating simulators may be accessible to a control strategy or MAS, so mosaik introduced the concept of public simulators. Public simulators may have their own synchronization point with an interval smaller or equal than that of the global synchronization point. If Sim1 and Sim2 where public simulators, their synchronization point would be reached every 30 seconds. That means that control strategies can get active every 30 seconds instead of every 60 seconds.

IV. ADAPTING TOOLS FOR CO-SIMULATION

In order to compose a co-simulation ecosystem out of available simulations, several modifications need to be performed. All simulators need to follow the overall design of the co-simulation implied by mosaik, to produce control signals arriving to all simulators at the desired time. In mosaik framework simulators are required to be discrete-event with fixed time steps. Mosaic uses fully static scheduling, every aspect of the schedule is determined before run time, therefore simulation need to define their fixed time step at the configuration time. Following this approach both control simulator and power system simulator (IPSYS) need to be discrete-event with fixed time step. The discrete event simulation (DES) performs actions in the step manner, where every event occurs in one instance of time, simulation step, and exchange the state of the system with other simulators and synchronize on discrete time steps.

In this section the process of integrating chosen tools into co-simulation framework is presented. Real-time control implementation in Jade need to be changed into discrete-event simulation, tackling timing issues, executing discrete time steps on a multi-agent system. Continuous time simulator IPSYS is also modified to become a discrete-event simulator with added functionality to modify variables externally.

A. Multi-agent system simulation

Multi-agent system (MAS) platforms are designed to execute and represent interactions between agents in real-time. In order to integrate a multi-agent system into a co-simulation framework, a real-time simulator need to be approximated with discrete event simulator, and the real time need to be dissected into time steps. In this work we present two solutions form MAS: time variant and time invariant control models.

1) DE time invariant solution: The multi-agent simulator MasSim was developed in RTLabOS project [20]. The RTLabOS project investigates software tools and platforms targeted at supporting smart grid research. This paper investigates how to decouple controller design and deployment from the chosen power system simulation and how different control strategies can be evaluated and compared using the same experimental setup (in software or hardware) as a basis for comparison. The MasSim simulator is designed to execute a single step of a simulation and store the result of the previous step locally. The simulation is event-based, agents are triggered when they receive a message, there is no local time considered. The real-time agent execution time is assumed to be no more then the simulation step size. An execution of a simulation time step can be rejected if the MasSim simulator assumes that the real-time execution takes more time than the simulation step.

The main issue of translating a multi-agent real-time system into a simulation is stopping the agent operation until the next simulation step is requested. In the MasSim approach most of parallel or sequential behaviors in the agent are event-based and implemented with use of OneShotBehaviour and CyclicBehaviour from Jade, therefore an agent is in an idle state until it receives a specific message. Time triggered continuous behaviors, represented as TickerBehaviour and Wake Behaviour in Jade, are excluded form MasSim implementation. In this case the multi-agent system does not progress its own time, it is informed about the current time and the time step from the execution co-simulation orchestrator.

The timing issues are ignored within the control model simulation step execution. The responsibility to keep track and propagate time is assigned to MasSimSlave agent, as shown in figure 3, and this entity does not progress the local time within the simulation time step requested form the co-simulation orchestrator. This simplification of timing brings ease of implementation: does not constrain the agent operation or computation to specific time and guarantees that a step will always produce an output, abstracting away the complexity of calculations and negotiations. This solution also brings limitations by removing a global source of a granular time, that can drive the realistic execution of agents, including computation and communication time, implementing timeouts and alarms.

![Fig. 3. Agents and participating in the implementation example in the MasSim simulator.](image-url)
To trigger a single simulation step MasSimSlave agent is started through MasSim co-simulation interface. The Mas-SimSlave configuration specifies which agents need to be triggered, e.g. in figure 3 only the SupervisoryController agent is informed that an execution of a new step is requested. In the example in figure 3 the SupervisoryController agent is designed to request data from all known DERs, compute a control command, send the command to the DERs and return a success flag to the MasSimSlave agent.

2) DE time variant solution: In the SmartNord project the Jade framework has been chosen to implement the multi-agent control strategy (JadeSim). As outlined in the previous section Jade is tightly bound to real time (e.g., wall clock time). For example, if an agent needs to block its execution for 1 second, Jade will resume the agent after one second of real time has passed. In a simulation environment an arbitrary amount of simulation time (depending on the computational expense) may pass in one second of real-time. Using Jade in a simulation environment will result in time synchronization issues and possibly unpredictable behavior.

An unconstrained utilization of Jade is a requirement in the SmartNord project. All behaviors (including the time triggered TickerBehaviour and WakerBehaviour) must be supported. The same holds for Jade protocols, of which some also reference time in terms of deadlines (e.g. ContractNet).

To circumvent time synchronization issues, the classes of JADE subject to those issues were overridden where possible and replaced where not. Additionally, a new custom agent container was implemented which manages the simulation time. Protocols and behaviors were modified to request the current time from this container.

The custom SimContainer is able to advance simulation time by executing the events, as shown in figure 4. SimContainer provides a new method called stepTo which advances the simulation time to a given point in time. This is done by fetching and executing the next event from the event queue. Message events will insert a message into the receiving agents buffer and call the appropriate behavior, as it is done by Jade itself too. Timeout events are handled in the same way, albeit without inserting a message. The behaviors will in turn send new messages or block their execution, thereby creating new events. These events are inserted into the SimContainer event queue thereby closing the cycle.

B. IPSYS-DE

The IPSYS tool was originally designed as a self-contained simulator and includes a framework for the internal simulation of controllers as well as its own time generator. IPSYS-internal controllers, however, are limited to running once per simulation time step and are therefore not suitable for applications with discrete-event control as used here. To facilitate the integration into mosaik, two remote interfaces to IPSYS were developed: An interface to set and advance the simulation time step (remote control interface), and an interface to provide external access to the public part of the simulation state space by exposing all IPSYS "sensor" and "actuator" access points (state space interface). Both interfaces use XML-RPC to ease interoperability across platforms and programming languages.

V. INTEGRATION OF SIMULATORS WITH MOSAIK

The two different ways to connect discrete-event control simulator with a power system simulator with use of mosaik are presented in this paper. The first approach to co-simulation treats controls strategy as an overall control of all simulated domains, gathering all information from simulators and models and controlling one or several domains. The second approach to co-simulation is to treat control strategy simulator as one of simulated domains and execute it simultaneously with other domains, here called a separate domain approach.

A. Overall control approach

In the overall control approach the control strategy is implemented as a separate simulator, outside of the co-simulation and supervises all running simulations.

Fig. 5. Co-simulation scheduling in the overall control approach.

In this approach time flows from event to event for the control agents. Data from simulators may be requested at any point in time, but is only delivered at synchronization points. Figure 5 shows two synchronization points at 60 resp. 120 seconds of simulation time. At these points coherent simulation data is available from all simulators. A drawback of this approach is that the control strategy may only influence the simulations in the global synchronization point.

B. Separate domain approach

Separate domain approach to co-simulation of control and power system is to treat the implementation of the control as one of simulated domains and execute it simultaneously with other domains. In mosaik it is possible to specify the control strategy as a simulator, defining interfaces and data exchange and by implementing a proxy extending the mosaik Simulation API and designing data exchange ports specified in mosaik scenario composition.

As presented in example of a co-simulation composition in figure 6, Ctrl simulator can synchronize on data exchange with other simulations: Sim1, Sim2 and Sim3. Depending on the specification of the mosaik scenario and defined ports for data exchange, Ctrl simulator can exchange data with Sim1 and
Sim2 at the local synchronization point \( γ\{Ctrl, Sim1, Sim2\} = 30, 60, 90, \ldots \) [sec], and exchange data with all simulations at the global synchronization point \( γ\{Ctrl, Sim1, Sim2, Sim3\} = 60, 120, 180, \ldots \) [sec].

The advantage of this solution is an ease of adding a control strategy simulator into a co-simulation framework. With well specified mosaik ports, simulation can exchange data with other simulators, several control strategies can be added to one co-simulation scenario.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

Th MasSim control simulator was tested together with separate domain approach co-simulation composition approach. JadeSim approach was tested together with overall control strategy co-simulation composition technique. This section presents the implementation details of APIs and interfaces between mosaik, MasSim, JadeSim and IPSYS-DE.

A. MasSim and IPSYS co-simulation set-up

Figure 7 presents a software architecture for control strategy co-simulation with separate domain approach, as presented in section V-B. The architecture consist of MasSim Jade simulator of a control strategy, MasSim Proxy implementing APIs to communicate with the simulator and interface for the co-simulation slave communicating with mosaik. Similarly IPSYS-DES is provided with IPSYS proxy to communicate with mosaik with use of the Simulation API.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

The data flow and co-simulation command flow are decoupled both in the MasSim and IPSYS-DE interface design. In the MasSim the MasSimSlave, using SlaveRun API, is responsible to execute a simulation step and Data agent is responsible to request, with use of StateSpaceAccess API, and host the data request service for all agents. The data kept in the Data agent is a representation of the state of other simulations in the co-simulation environment. Similarly the SlaveRun API is used to trigger IPSYS-DE and StateSpaceAccess API is used to request and send data to IPSYS-DE power system simulator. These two data streams are combined and handled by MasSimProxy and mapped to mosaik Simulation API.

B. JadeSim and IPSYS co-simulation set-up

Figure 8 shows the architecture for the overall control approach. The co-simulation slave IPSYS proxy is reused from the separate domain approach but the control simulation has been replaced by Jade SimContainer which communicates with mosaik using the control strategy (CS) API.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

The SimContainer manages the execution of the Jade agents. It is therefore responsible to execute a simulation step (e.g. calling stepTo). Additionally, the container needs to push data into and pull data from the control strategy to the simulation models on each synchronization point. This is done using special agents called data agents, which act as interfaces to the simulated entities.

C. Interfacing MasSim and IPSYS-DE

APIs to interface IPSYS-DE and MasSim were generalized for any simulation in co-simulation and consist of API for simulator control SlaveRun and API for data retrieving StateSpaceAccess. Presented APIs are based on client-server design pattern, methods implemented in the server can be invoked by a server using XML-RPC call.

1) SlaveRun API: consist of several methods enabling managing and monitoring a simulation: getScenarioStartTime returns the start time of the scenario run in the simulator; getScenarioEndTime returns the end time of the scenario run in the simulator; getScenarioTimeStep returns the time step of the scenario run in the simulator; initializeSimulation initializes the simulation and prepare to receive a simulation time-step;
doTimestep is invoked with a parameter specifying simulation time-step, starts a single and specific time-step in the simulation; getLastExecutedTimestep returns last successfully executed time-step.

2) StateSpaceAccess API: proposes following methods to retrieve the state space data from the simulator: listAllStateVariables returns a list of all the state variable names available form the simulator. There are two methods to query a specific variables: by name: listStateVariable and by a regular expression (regex) search pattern listStateVariablesByRegex. To retrieve data from a simulation one of two methods can be used: to get a list of all state variables getallStateVariables is used, in order to get a variable with a specific name getStateVariables is used. To set a variable setActuator is used with a full name argument (which for some simulators can be a set of names) and a value that should be set.

D. Interfacing mosaik

In its current version, mosaik differentiates between simulators and control strategies (CS). Simulators use a push-based API, that is, mosaik pushes data to the simulators, requests them to step and asks for their new state. CS on the other hand request data from mosaik and ask it if they can step. Mosaik only answers these requests.

Apart from that, both APIs are very similar. The APIs are based ZeroMQ sockets and send JSON-serialized messages. The communication between simulators/CS and mosaik always starts with an init message to set basic parameters and the model configuration. After that, static data (data that doesn’t change over time) and entity relations (which entities are connected to which) are exchanged. This is followed by the stepping phase were mosaik repeatedly sets input data to the simulators, requests them to step and gets the new state information from them. CS request data from mosaik in that phase, perform their calculations and, if they are done, notify mosaik that they are ready for the next step.

The low-level protocol for the messages exchanged is documented in [21]. To ease the implementation of the mosaik API, high-level interface implementations are accessible, currently only available for Python and Java. These interfaces provide an abstract base class (Python) or an interface (Java) that maps the messages of the low-level API to function calls. The high-level API also sets up the required network sockets and implements a simple event loop.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate the two approaches to co-simulating power system and multi-agent control, a single scenario was developed to compare results obtained from two experiments.

![Fig. 9. Power system use case represented in IPSYS.](image1)

In Experiment 1 co-simulation of MasSim and IPSYS-DE using mosaik is evaluated, Experiment 2 co-simulates JadeSim and IPSYS-DE using mosaik. Results from these to experiments are compared to IPSYS running autonomously. IPSYS-DE was verified to produce the same results as IPSYS.

The single scenario used to compare presented approaches is a 3 bus island system consisting of two wind turbines, three controllable diesel generators, a dump load and a residential load, as presented in figure 9. Diesel generator DGS1 is a grid forming unit, therefore it is required to run at all time. All diesel generators have a droop control to keep voltage and frequency within required limits. Diesel generators can be controlled externally with an on/off signal, and provide their on/of state, as well as active and reactive power measurements.

![Fig. 10. IPSYS simulation output of a presented power system scenario.](image2)

The scenario is designed to control the dispatch of three power-balancing diesel generators in the isolated grid shown in figure 9. The results are presented in figure 10.

![Fig. 11. Error in active power of DGS2 in experiment 2 and its correlation to switching time of DGS2 and DGS3.](image3)

The difference between experiment 1 and 2 compared to base case is presented in table I. Table I presents data statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data statistics</th>
<th>RC/E1</th>
<th>RC/E2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.004000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.909000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.003284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. DATA STATISTICS FOR EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2.
for difference between DGS2 active power in kW obtained from experiments (E1 and E2) and base case (BC). The co-
simulation of MasSim and IPSYS-DE using mosaik produced results identical with the base case run in IPSYS. However co-
simulation of JadeSim and IPSYS-DE using mosaik produced error compared with the base case. The error produced by this setup has a standard deviation of 0.003284. The comparison of active power at DGS2 and switching times of DGS1 and DGS2 is presented in figure 11. The error in operation of DGS2 is correlated to switching time of DGS2 and DGS3, co-
simulation form experiment 2 is delayed one step to activate or deactivate controllable units. The cause for this late switching are the synchronization points mentioned in V-A. The control strategy can only observe the current state at a synchronization point. But changes to that state like issuing a switch can only take place in the time frame after the synchronization point, resulting in a delayed switch. The late switching affects DGS2 active power consumption, as shown in figure 11, and late switching of DGS3 affects DGS2 which has to take over some of the extra load.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper describes a process of integrating a multi-
agent control simulator and power system dynamic simulator into a single smart grid co-simulation. Two models of control
designed in a multi-agent are described: time variant and
time invariant models are presented and evaluated. Next two
methods of integrating presented simulators with mosaik tool
and power system dynamics simulator IPSYS are presented
and verified with experimental results. The two multi-agent
control simulations, MasSim and JadeSim were verified. As
shown in section VII the same behavior of controlled units, in comparison to base scenario run in a single simulation
environment IPSYS. In the experiments with co-simulation composition the separate domain approach produced no errors,
and overall control approach produced errors due to late
switching associated with problems with synchronization of
data exchange.
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